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Abstract: Many scholars pointed out that the role of political parties has been declining in democratic countries. However, with the prevalence of digital media, does digital media become a new channel for parties to rebuild its relation to people? This paper aims to discuss the relationship between political parties and digital media. This paper examines our research questions by analyzing Facebook page data of Spanish party Podemos and Taiwanese party New Power Party (NPP). Both parties are selected based on a most different systems approach and have contested at least one national election. Results show two findings. Firstly, in the beginning, both parties have a low level of commenting in relation to liking. However, the level of commenting on Podemos page increases. It tells that both parties are not more dialogical in the launch phase. Secondly, results show that Podemos replies more often than NPP in times between party launch and the entry into its first campaign.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Schattschneider (1942, 1) famously declared that “political parties created democracy and … modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of … parties.” But if parties are the fundamental linking mechanism between citizens and governments (Budge and Keman 1993; Dalton, Farrell, and McAllister 2011), democracy today may be in shambles across much of the developed world. Political parties face declining levels of membership (Biezen and Poguntke 2014; Van Biezen, Mair, and Poguntke 2012); trust in political parties by citizens is at critically low levels (Dalton and Wattenberg 2002); there is declining identification with political parties across advanced industrial democracies (Dalton 2013; Mair 2013); parties are increasingly reliant on professional staffers rather than their members for the development of campaign messaging, policies, strategies, and tactics (Biezen and Poguntke 2014; Poguntke et al. 2016). Although citizens may today have multiple paths to participate in the life of parties outside of formal party membership (Scarrow 2015), to the extent that party supporters are reduced to retweeting party talking points and accepting their policy programs and the minimal political roles granted to them by parties. It is no wonder then that Peter Mair (2013) observed at the end of a long career studying party politics that parties today have become hollowed out of their popular participation.

Although political parties, particularly the established parties, have faced considerable declines in support, in some cases we have seen an explosion of new parties. In Spain, as already low levels of support for political parties continued to erode under the weight of the financial crisis, over 400 new parties have formed since 2010 (Tormey 2015). In Taiwan, the Sunflower movement has given rise to new parties and invigoration of many of its smaller parties in the face of declining trust in the KMT which has dominated Taiwanese politics since the period of democratization (Ho and Huang 2017; Rigger 2016). Under these conditions, there have been two predominant responses: the rise of populist parties which align themselves against the incumbent elites and connective parties which search for new ways to reconnect citizens with political life.
The emergence of new parties in these spaces have involved extensive use of digital media, in particular social media channels to connect with supporters given the low costs associated with communication and in some cases the potential for a dialogical engagement with supporters. This paper examines the role of social media technologies in shaping the structure of the relationship between parties/campaign organizations and supporters across ideologically diverse parties in during both campaign and noncampaign periods. Our contribution builds on but goes beyond the concept of multi-speed party membership (Scarrow 2015) as we are not interested so much in adumbrating a taxonomy of membership categories as we are in analyzing parties as a space where supporters may develop their own narratives and have an impact on party and campaign messaging. The research analyses two parties which emerged from movements which criticized the existing political system for a lack of spaces for participation in the democratic process, the New Power Party (NPP) in Taiwan and Podemos in Spain. The data show that during the first three months of the existence of these parties there is more democratic engagement on their Facebook pages than during the campaign periods before subsequent national elections over a year later.

2. CONNECTIVE PARTIES AND CONNECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Historically, the distribution of communication technologies has been interwoven in the organizational capacities of societies and governing practices. Harold Innis (2007) observed that the creation of paper enabled the Egyptian empire to spread as the law could be more easily transported to distant locations. Modern political parties have emerged under a context where political communication was predominantly monological and hierarchical. In addition to the psychological needs for leadership and the practical needs for a division of political labor, Michels (1966) observed that parties were centralized in part because they retained a monopoly on the prevailing means of communication with party members. A broadcast era of politics expanded the range of information sources available, facilitating mobilization on grounds outside the terms of a partisan press (Dalton 1984; Inglehart 1970), yet the structure of these communications remained hierarchical. Digital technologies afford horizontal communication structures between organizations and members as well as between members (Bimber, Flanagin, and Stohl 2012).

Social media facilitate the creation of new political narratives independent of those legitimized by parties and other formal authorities as they provide independent spaces for the circulation of political communications (Jensen and Bang 2013, 2015). Political organization can be an effect of the sharing of these narratives binding persons together within the form of a connective political association (Bennett and Segerberg 2013). Although connective action was a logic originally developed as an account of the organizational form of certain types of social movements, this logic has been extended to other kinds of political organizations including relationships between citizens and parties as well as wider structures of governance (Bennett, Segerberg, and Knüpfer 2017; Chadwick and Stromer-Galley 2016; Jensen and Bang 2017). Two aspects which distinguish connective action logic from collective action logic. First, connective action involves the sharing of “broadly inclusive, easily personalized action frames” which form a basis for persons acting together (Bennett and Segerberg 2013, 2). This distinguishes connective action from a collective action logic which is organized around collective identities. And second, connectivity involves a reciprocal authority relationship between citizens and political officials such that an authority relationship would not exist without its acceptance by political authorities (Bennett and Segerberg 2013; Jensen and Bang 2018). Although much attention in the literature on connective action has concerned personalized action frames, the authority relationship has not received as much attention. We therefore concern ourselves with this relationship.

2.1. Authority as Reciprocal Relationship

Political authority has been treated as a special form of power exercised by those with specific roles concerning the day-to-day operation of a political system (Easton 1965). Traditional accounts of power in political science have emphasized that power is irreducibly a “power over” (Almond and Verba 1989; Castells 2009; Dahl 1957). On this view, political authority can only be a matter of a “Leviathan” lording over citizens (Bang 2003, 16). However, political authority always involves a reciprocal relation of acceptance – if there was broad refusal to accept the legitimacy an authority has over a population, that authority would cease to exist (Easton 1965, 19). Further, one may have good grounds to accept commands, laws, wishes, and so forth articulated by a ruler as it can be
advantageous either as a practical matter of expediency or it may help one achieve something they otherwise could not. Authority has been accepted to the extent that it is taken as a premise for subsequent action (Bakhtin 1981; Easton 1965; Luhmann 1982). Acceptance of political authority may be a means for citizens to achieve an end. However, in a connective party, we should see authority flow both directions – between the party organization and leaders and supporters as well as from the supporters to the party organization and leadership.

Although social media spaces may create digital architectures that afford two-way communications, it is an empirical question as to whether they do that in practice. In particular, it is a question as to whether supporters engage with parties and each other, the structure of these engagements, and whether parties engage with supporters. Each of these forms of communication have consequences for the creation of connective action communities within party spaces. We deal with each in turn.

First, party supporters may legitimate the positions of parties without adding their own narratives. Particularly during campaign periods, campaigns are thought to use digital media as a form of “controlled interactivity” which allows the similarera of engagement without substantially threatening the coherence of the broadcast message from the campaign (Freelon 2017; Stromer-Galley 2014). The effect of that is to reinforce a monologic structure of communication from the party to the public. Such communications may take the form of a retweet or a Facebook like or share without additional commentary. These forms of communications amplify the reach of the party by further diffusing their communications without customizing or altering the message. Most research on the use of social media by parties has focused on political campaigning and the findings indicate that the bulk of social media campaigning by politicians and parties tends to be monologic in structure, taking on a form of broadcast or marketing rather than dialogue between supporters and political authorities (Enli 2015; Graham et al. 2013; Jensen 2017).

There is a question as to the extent this form of controlled interactivity prevails across different kinds of parties and at different time points. Michels argued that parties would inevitably move away from high levels of interactivity over time and evidence suggests that most parties are increasingly dependent on professionals rather than amateur supporters for their day-to-day operations (Poguntke et al. 2016). That may mean that parties follow a trajectory with higher levels of engagement during the “launch” phase of the party and then move towards more professional staffing and lower levels of engagement later in their development. Responding to party supporters is indicative of a horizontal power relation as it a) grants standing to the supporter who originally made an utterance and b) to the extent it is responsive, it grants their terms for discussion (Bakhtin 1981; Jensen 2017). A common criticism of the use of digital media is that they are used by political campaigns mostly to broadcast their positions rather than engage with supporters (Kreiss 2012; Stromer-Galley 2014).

Architecturally, social media platforms like Twitter or Facebook allow for replies and dialogical engagement but it is an open question as to the extent to which they reply to supporters and under what conditions.

There is a difference between empowering party supporters with roles which are consequential for party messaging, strategies, and tactics, and listening to them in the form of poll or focus group-testing slogans. The latter is indicative of a party’s search for ways to move supporters to participate on the terms of the party rather than supporters participating on their own terms. Podemos, which emerged from the 15M movement in Spain, a movement which called for greater democratization in Spanish political life, significantly underperformed in its first contest for the Spanish parliament. It is thought that this may be in part because the party had turned away from listening to the movement and relied during the campaign on professionalized messaging and strategies (Casero-Ripollés, Feenstra, and Tormey 2016). Hence our first research question inquires:

RQ1: Are parties more dialogical in the launch phase of its existence than they are during election campaigns?

Second, the structure of communications between party supporters indicates whether supporters are able to form a space of communication independent of the party messaging. While party supporters may be repeating campaign talking points within these spaces, the fact that they are active suggests that a) there is the minimal possibility that alternative narratives are being forged and b) that social media platforms provide meaningful spaces of engagement between party supporters independent of the party itself. When party supporters respond to each other, they are open not just to the terms of
debate created by the party posts but to the terms of debate created by their fellow citizens. These spaces may be dominated by a small group of individuals which makes them less egalitarian or there may be wide debates participated on equal terms. To the extent that they are more egalitarian, the deliberation is more inclusive (Dryzek 2009). Much communication research suggests that the digital world is divided into a power law distribution where there are a few influential users and a long tail (Hindman 2009; Konieczny 2009; Weeks, Ardèvol-Abreu, and Gil de Zúñiga 2017). Our second research question concerns,

RQ2: Does the structure of interactions change from the early phases of the party to the time of its first national electoral contest?

3. DATA AND METHODS

We analyze connective parties in relation to the differences in party systems, selecting cases on the basis of a most different systems approach. We select parties two different countries: Spain and Taiwan. These countries each have a party premised on different critiques of the democratic nature of the mainstream parties which captures and draws upon Mair’s (2013) notion that parties have become uncoupled from citizens. Podemos in many ways grew out of the 15M movement which popularized a demand for “real democracy now” (Tormey 2015) and the NPP in Taiwan grew out of the Sunflower movement which sought to increase transparency in parliament (Thinking Taiwan 2015). Both of these parties represent political projects that, at least in their origins, aimed to reconnect party leaders and organizations with lay supporters.

The selection of these cases enables the investigation of the relationships between party systems and party organization. Lijphart (2012) has differentiated party systems in terms of majoritarian and consensus party systems. Majoritarian systems tend to be highly centralized and operate in terms of pluralities. Therefore, they are less inclusive than consensus systems which tend to have more parties occupying legislative assemblies. These party systems vary in three respects along the majoritarian and consensus dimension. First, they vary with respect to the effective number of parties in each case with Taiwan having been dominated by essentially 1-2 parties over time (Liao et al. 2015) while Spain has been predominantly a two-party dominant system with a variety of regional parties (Lijphart 2012). Second, these cases vary in terms of their level of federalism. Spain affords varying levels of independence to its 17 autonomous communities and two autonomous city jurisdictions while Taiwan has a centralized structure.

Finally, these cases are distinguished in terms of the cleavage structure. While Spain have a familiar left-right cleavage structure which has strained under varying degrees of neoliberalism, the salient political divide in Taiwan has remained one of unification-independence and the NPP has been one of the most vocal parties for independence. Taiwan has carried out neoliberal policies at the hands of both of the major parties (Chen and Li 2011; Hsu 2009); however, the salience of these policies have remained in the shadow of the dominant unification-independence cleavage and the attendant identity issues they bring to the fore (Hsieh 2005; McAllister 2016; Tsai 2016). Although the unification-independence debate may also implicate concerns about the Taiwanese economy, unlike the Spanish case, this cleavage is not itself a matter of the kind of involvement that a government should have in the operation of the economy. It reflects an identity position which is distinct from the ideological differentiation of preferences. This distinction is relevant because in the Western world, parties emerged from the political organization of social cleavages as vehicles to represent group interests (Lipset and Rokkan 1967). By contrast, Taiwanese political parties politicize identity positions. Whereas, the 15M movement emerged independently of traditional movement organizations in Spain such as labor unions or religious groups, there is not the same level of organization around the unification-independence cleavage in Taiwan. This distinction then suggests that Spain might represent a harder case for a connective party given a tradition of ties between parties and civil society as mechanisms of political mobilization whereas in Taiwan the historical connection between parties and supporters is based on a political rather than social identity. As connective action involves a political rather than social identity (Jensen and Bang 2015, 2018), Taiwan would appear more ripe for connective action.

In this first part of the study, we analyze the first part of connective action, whether supporters simply provide legitimation for the communications of the party or if they provide their own content in the form comments on party communications. We study party and campaign supporter messaging using
the comments left on Facebook posts. We select Facebook posts as Facebook has the highest level of uptake among social media platforms in the countries we are interested in (Chaffey 2017) and the communications on platforms like Twitter are often dominated by journalists and political elites making them less represented of communications articulated by ordinary citizens (Davis, Holtz-Bacha, and Just 2017).

We collected data on the Podemos and NPP pages from their point of inception in 2014 and 2015, respectively, up through August 2017. There were 1,789 posts and 118,406 comments collected on the NPP page between 2015 and 2017. The Podemos page contains 7,147 posts and 592,167 comments from January 2014 through August 2017. Comments and replies were limited to those which are public but represent over 80% of all comments and replies on these pages.

This research examines two aspects of the engagement with these parties on their Facebook pages with respect to aspects of connectivity. The first is whether the engagement merely legitimates the position of the party or whether it at least potentially contains the communicative basis for the creation of independent narratives. We measure this in two ways. First, we differentiate between likes on party page posts and comments on those posts from supporters. Likes legitimate the party position whereas comments contain at least the potential for personalization. Second, we examine the extent to which these comments are dominated by a small set of persons or if there is evidence of relatively equal participation. To the extent that these are dominated by a small set of persons, the discussions are less inclusive. Communication concentration is measured by indices of inequality: the Gini coefficient as well as Thiel’s measure of entropy and Shannon’s measures of entropy. There is no single measure of concentration that is recognized as superior for measuring the level of dispersion in a field of communication. However, these measures have been used previously to estimate the level of concentration in spaces of digital communications (Hindman 2009) and, to the extent they provide similar results, we can be confident in our inferences about the level of concentration in Facebook comments.

There are two categories of communication which provide evidence of connective action: the communications shared between supporters of the party and the extent to which those communications become the basis for subsequent messaging by the party. In relation to party supporters, connective action is characterized by the sharing of personalized frames problematizing a state of affairs as well as pointing towards pathways for action (Bennett and Segerberg 2013; Jensen and Bang 2015). That includes a personalized diagnostic component as well as an action plan linked to the capacity of citizens individually and together to make a difference in a situation. Personalized frames are distinct from the frames which the parties use, though they may be picked up by the party at a later point in time. For this reason, we analyze the engagement on these pages in two ways. First, as the creation of distinct personalized action frames requires that persons articulate distinct frames, at a minimum, connective parties are characterized by more commenting than less connective parties. On the other hand, cartel parties do not require such input from supporters. Support for those parties is more a matter of agreement with the messaging, policies, strategies, and tactics of the party.

4. RESULTS

Both of these parties have contested at least one national election. Spain’s Podemos party has contested all levels of elections, shocking the political establishment by coming in third in the 2014 European Union elections on May 25, 2014, just months after the party formed. Podemos likewise came in third place in the subsequent national parliamentary elections in 2015 and 2016. Moreover, they have had remarkable success at the local level obtaining government in several of Spain’s main population centers. And the NPP in Taiwan formed in 2015 and successfully obtained the parliamentary seats in total in the 2016 elections. Both of these parties represent the third force in their respective parliaments.

Engagement was recorded as the summation of likes, comments, and reaction categories aggregated on a weekly basis. Reactions appeared as a response type in addition to likes in 2015, enabling users to signify their anger, surprise, laughter, and sadness in reaction to a post. The distribution of the engagement on the Facebook pages of these parties is displayed in Figures 1a and 1b corresponding to the NPP and Podemos.
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Both pages have a low level of commenting in relation to liking or other “clicktivist” forms of page engagement throughout the entire period. This corresponds with an early stage of party formation where visitors to the Podemos Facebook page mostly signal their support of the messaging of the party rather than contributing their own narratives and personalized frames. This electoral result led to a significant internal debate within the party as to whether they should become a pragmatic, office-seeking party, and work with the center-left Socialist Workers’ Party of Spain (PSOE). Ultimately, the leadership challenge failed on the basis of a strategy to recommit to listening to “el pueblo” – the people in the towns who they were thought to have widely neglected in crafting professionalized electoral message (Casero-Ripollés, Feenstra, and Tormey 2016). It appears that beyond the slogans and promises, this period has indeed seen the rise of feedback in the form of commenting on party posts.

Last, the NPP formed in early 2015 and contested Taiwanese elections on January 16, 2016. Like the other parties, the early mobilization phase of the party formation is mostly characterized by post likes with little commentary. It is not until several months after the election in 2016 that the level of commenting picked up and this trend did not last long as in 2017, the comments all but disappear and the liking and emotional reactions decline below their level in 2015.

To more systematically analyze the level of commenting relative to the overall level of engagement, we consider the ratio between comments and likes over time for each of these Facebook pages. Although this metric ignores other “clicktivist” (Halupka 2014) reactions besides liking, we do so here for two reasons: first, these reactions were not possible early on which means that any metric would necessarily be biased if it included attributes which were only available for part of the time.
period of observation and, second, the level of emotional reactions is quite small making it unlikely that they drive a significant part of the story regarding the creation of supporter’s narratives versus the legitimation of party narratives. The data for each of the parties is presented in Figures 2a and 2b corresponding to the NPP and Podemos, respectively.

Both parties start off with relatively low levels of commenting in relation to the liking of party posts. This suggests that far from being a highly deliberative environment in which these parties emerged, at least online, there is far more cheerleading than discussion. The ratio of comments to likes on the Podemos page was considerably lower throughout the existence of the party, only increasing after the December 20, 2015 election. This coincides with an extended period of the party searching for its identity after no party was able to form government and it decided to eventually forge an electoral alliance with a traditional far left party before contesting the June 2016 election during which they underperformed expectations. After the June 26, 2016 election, the ratio of comments to likes continued to grow as a leadership contest in the party unfolded. Still, this growth in the ratio of comments to likes coincides with a marked drop in overall engagement on the Podemos Facebook page which suggests that part of what drove the commenting was the significant decline in likes. Finally, the NPP page has had remarkably little commenting on it and by far the bulk of the engagement has come in the form of likes. The comment to like ratio remains near zero until the months after the 2016 election and it has since retreated to that low level of engagement.

The second aspect of the level of deliberation concerns how dominated the discussion is by a limited range of voices. To facilitate the understanding of the level of communications during the launch and campaign phases of the NPP and Podemos, the level of posts, comments, and replies are posted in Figures 3a-3d.
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**Figure 3a.** NPP Facebook Page Activity: First Three Months

**Figure 3b.** NPP Facebook Page Activity: First National Campaign

**Figure 3c.** Podemos Facebook Page Activity: First Launch Phase

**Figure 3d.** Podemos Facebook Page Activity First National Election Campaign
These data show that during the campaign times, there is a substantially higher amount of engagement on the NPP’s and Podemos’s pages compared to their launch phases when the number of followers were likely much lower. Using concentration measures, we can calculate the level of concentration in comments on these pages during the party launch phase and during the first national campaign. These data are presented in Table 1. All three measures of concentration – the Gini coefficient, Theil’s entropy, and Shannon’s entropy – all point in the same direction. Despite differences in the structure of these political systems, we find that in both cases, the level of equality in engagement declines as the level of commenting increases during the campaign period. This difference is particularly pronounced on the Podemos page which saw the highest increases in commenting during the campaign period over the party launch phase.

Table 1. Level of Concentration in Commenting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Launch</th>
<th>First National Campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Podemos</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiel</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Power Party</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiel</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we consider the extent to which there is dialogue between the party and supporters and whether the level of dialogue decreases between the party launch and the entry into its first campaign. For Podemos, we determined party dialogue partners to include the Podemos page, Julio Iglesias (party leader), Íñigo Errejón (deputy and rival to Iglesias), Ana Castaño, Juan Carlos Monedero, Jaime Pastor, Santiago Alba Rico, Bibiana Medialdea, and Candido Gonzalez. These were ascertained as critical players in the party based on the party’s Spanish Wikipedia page as Podemos and NPP activists have been known to be active on digital media platforms so this source seems a reasonable listing of key figures. In the case of the NPP, there were no replies to any comment by the party itself, its leader, or deputy leaders during either time period. There was more engagement by Podemos and its leadership. The proportion of comments from the party and its leadership was 0.028 during the launch of the party, a figure which dropped to 0.005 during its first campaign. A two-tailed t-test shows this change is statistically significant, t=8.442 with a p-value of 0.000.

5. DISCUSSION

What do these data tell us in understanding the connectivity of parties? First, it helps differentiate parties with respect to the extent to which supporters confine their communications to legitimation of party messaging and whether they articulate their own takes on issues. Second, these data point to temporal differences as to the time periods when supporters of these parties are more or less likely to provide their own frames. When it comes to connective parties such as Podemos and NPP, the points where supporters provide the greatest input of their own communications appear after an election. Prior to that point, it may be that these parties do not attract significant discussion as they have emerged from the long periods of discussion which occurred during the movements which gave rise to the parties themselves. The Sunflower movement had arrived at the conclusion that Taiwanese politics required greater transparency and more opportunities for citizens to have a voice and a role in government over eight months prior to the foundation of the party. Similarly, Podemos emerged almost three years after sustained nation-wide protests which gave rise to discussion groups all over the country (Tormey 2015).

The origins of the NPP and Podemos from highly dialogical social movements (Borge and Satamarina 2015) may help explain the comparably small amount of supporter discussion during the early phases of these parties. However, after an election has passed, it is clear that supporters of these parties begin to reassess the state of the party. Given the overall declines in engagement with party Facebook pages after the election, it may be the case that only the most militant supporters of the party remain as the

1As these data were collected in 2017, it is not possible to go back and verify the number of followers on each page through publicly available data.
window of mobilization during the campaign fades. During the initial launch phase we found some evidence that party organizations and leadership engage with supporters. That changes, however, when parties enter their first national campaigns and the level of dialogical engagement declines significantly while, although the level of engagement rises, commenting on their Facebook pages becomes more dominated by a smaller subset of voices.

Finally, we find some evidence that the institutional arrangements and party system matter. Taiwan has a very majoritarian system compared to Spain. We find little engagement outside of support for party messages on the NPP page. It may be the case as well that in Spain, the left-right cleavage of government-market relations has been more thoroughly institutionalized throughout the society in the form of labor unions and professional and market associations which means that this divide could remain more salient outside of periods of campaign activity as well as subject the politics of the day to greater sources of contestation. Further, it is not clear that the NPP’s independence stance frames the issue in a manner which is radically different from that of the ruling Democratic Progressive Party, which may lead to a lack of need for NPP supporters to voice distinct and personalized frames on the matter.

The results are not conclusive. We have not yet determined systematically the kinds of frames that each of these parties and their supporters articulate. Further, there is a discussion about what democracy means in the Podemos comments, particularly in the wake of the 2016 election which proved to be a significant disappointment. And it was this discourse that was decisive in the leadership election in February 2017 (Jones 2017).
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